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I ABSTRACT 
Papyrus can be used as analtemative' to woodfuel for smoking fish. The product is 
I as acceptable.:~s fish smoked with wO.odfuel. Smoking with papyrus offers no 
immediate price premium to the fish smoker but some riet profitadvantages may­
arise where costs can be reduced by its use, and where quality improvements can 
I be.obtained by the closer attention to the smoking process necessitated by 
I 
papyrus~ In locations where papyrus and woodfuelare both abundant there is no 
perceived costadvantag,e to the fish smoker in smoking with papyrus and papyrus 
is rarely seen as a possible altemative towoodfuel, eV.en in areas of woodfuel 
scarcity. Given the SCOlogicaland economic values attached by the govemment of 
Uganda· to riverine -and lakeside·forests, .further efforts to disseminate knowledge of 
Ii
 
I papyrus as an alternative fuel,' and of the fuel savings' to be gained in using .
 
improvecfkiln designs are recommended. ' .
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1. UFO = 




Ugandan Fisheries Department 
Ugandan shilling 1250/= US $1; 1~2 prices used throughout 






1. SUMMARY REPORT 
1.1 THE AIM OF THIS STUDY, conducted between August and December 1992, 
was to determine the suitability of papyrus as an alternative to woodfuel for 
smoking fish. 
1.2 THE CONCLUSION was that papyrus can be used as a fuel for smoking fish 
and as an alternative to woodfuel. The project trials determined that papyrus should 
be greenish-brown in colour and air-dry to obtain the best results. Where the 
papyrus is too green or wet to ignite, woodfuel may be used in sufficient quantity to 
start the fire in the. kiln, irrespective of the type of kiln used. Papyrus that is too dry 
burns with too intense a heat and must be quenched to produce the smoke and 
temperature needed to produce a palatable product. Market tests conducted as 
part of the study showed that fish smoked with papyrus is as acceptable to 
consumers as is fish smoked in the traditional manner with woodfuel. Fears that its 
flavour or keeping qualities might be affected by noxious phenols or other vapours 
from the papyrus smoke were not realised. 
1.3 THE MARKET PRICE OF SMOKED FISH is currently between 400/= and 
800/= per piece retailed, with pieces ranging in weight from 0.2kg to 1.5kg. The 
average wholesale price at about 650/= per kg is determined by supply and 
demand conditions in the market, not by the quality of the product on offer. Fresh 
fish prices for any species are invariably higher by 20-30% than smoked fish 
prices. Smoking with papyrus offers no immediate price premium to the fish 
smoker. Some net profit advantages may arise where costs can be reduced by its 
use, and where quality improvements can be obtained by the closer attention to the 
smoking process necessitated by the use of papyrus. The smaller average piece­
size of Tilapia usually permits more effective smoking than the larger piece-size of 
Nile Perch, irrespective of the type of fuel used. 
1.4 THE WEIGHT OF PAPYRUS required to smoke fish is appreciably lower 
than the weight of woodfuel required to produce the same volume of output. About 
2kg of papyrus fuel is required to produce ·1 kg of smoked fish, as compared with a 
ratio of 3:1 for woodfuel. The lower density of papyrus however requires that more 
frequent stoking be undertaken, with a larger volume of fuel. This enables the fish 
to be smoked in a shorter period of time and to be turned more frequently within the 
smoking cycle. Woodfuel has the advantage, for fish smokers, that it enables them 
to stoke the kiln Jess frequently and to leave it unattended overnight. Left overnight 
the produd has to be resmoked Aext day; or oversmoked, leading to a blackened 
and charred produd. 'Nhere neither the cost of fuel nor the price of the product are 
critical to fish smokers' profits, they will prefer a wood smoking process that is less 
demanding of their time and effort, whatever its long-term economic costs. 
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1.5 THE COST OF THE PAPYRUS to be used ,as fuel is -a function of the 
variable labour time entailed in harvesting it At most fish landing sites in Uganda. 
papyrus is abundant. Only near large communities is it harvested for commercial 
sale, for use mainly in housing as thatch or wall cladding. at prices ranging from 
500/= to 1000/= a bundle. at about 40/= per kg. In locations where woodfuel is also 
abundant and close to zero-priced, there is no perceived cost advantage to the fish 
smoker in smoking with papyrus. Fish smokers may be persuaded to tum, to 
papyrus only in locations where the costs of wood colledingand cutting. or the 
commercial price of woodfuel, exceed the cost of harvesting and using papyrus. 
1.6 THE COST OF WOODFUEL. In locations on Lake Vidoria. AJbert, George 
and Edward where the price of woodfuel increased from 501= per kg in June 1991 
to 150/= per kg in December 1992. the study found that fish smokers' net profits 
rose more than in other areas•. and this was most marked in areas where the profits 
accrued from exports to Zaire and Kenya. In areas of woodfuelscarcity, where the 
,cost of woodfuel averaged 250/= per kg. profits were seriously eroded. Fish 
smokers everywhere are subject to great uncertainties as to the net profits they will 
earn as a result of fish smoking. The changes in the ratio of costs to benefits in 
using wood as a fuel are not everywhere' so great there is an immediate need to 
seek alternatives. Fish smokers are able to deciae for themselves the balance of 
advantage in smoking rather than sun-drying. frying or brining. or in using one fuel 
rather than another. But papyrus is rarely seen as a possible alternative to wood. 
Given the economic and ecological values ~ached by the government of Uganda 
to riverine and lakeside forests, further efforts to disseminate knowledge of papyrus 
as an alternative fuel. and of the fuel savings to be gained in using imprOVed kiln 
designs are recommended. 
1.7 THE STUDY was carried out for the IUCN under the S4pervision of Vivian 
Craddock Williams,Eeonomics Director. Tricontinental Development Consultants. 





2. THE SMOKING PROCESS 
2.1 THE PURPOSE OF THE SMOKING PROCESS is not to improve the flavour 
of fish, as in most European countries5. The Ugandan domestic and export mat1<ets 
have now a pronounced taste for fish smoked the traditional way on woodfuel until 
it is very dark and relatively dry, with a strong hint of residual rancidity. The 
purpose of fish smoking in Uganda is still and has always been to preserve the fish 
long enough to enable it to be transported to markets, and sold. The collapse of 
transport and infrastructure in Uganda between 1972 and 1986 stimulated fish 
processing activities. These are fully described in recent literature. ''Many markets 
are so remote from landing sites", Reynolds says ''that it is impossible to supply 
them with anything but processed fish,,1. Fish often arrives inadequately preserved 
at landing sites for the Kampala market from remote sources like the Ssese Islands, 
and has to be further smoked so that it can be marketed. 
2.2 Fisheries experts have expressed deep concern over the handling methods 
of artisinal fishermen, fish processors and traders1. Fish smokers often buy the 
fish least likely to be sold fresh, i.e., decaying and rancid fish of poor quality. 
"Consumers", Reynolds says, ''would generally prefer fresh fish to cured, given a 
choice". The whole producer-to-consumer chain clearly requires lengthy upgrading 
to attain minimum standards of hygiene, both for domestic and export markets. Any 
induced changes in fuel use would be subordinate to the need for holistic reform of 
the indUStry. 
2.3 VARIOUS METHODS OF PRESERVING FISH ARE USED traditionally in 
Uganda, e.g. sun-drying; salting and brining (developed in western Uganda near 
the salt lakes); frying on Lake George near markets requiring fish with a two-day 
shelf life; smoking where a longer multi-month shelf-life is needed. Industrial 
filleting and freezing for export is relatively new, and has contributed to a massive 
increase in the volume and value of processed fish10. Of all methods of fish­
preservation, smoking is the most popular3. Two smoking methods dominate: soft­
smoked or 'express', Le. fish that is smoked for 3-4 hours and has a short. 1-4 day 
shelf-life; and 'hard-smoked', Le. fish that is smoked for up to 18 hours with a 3-4 
month shelf-life2. 
2.4 SMOKE in any smoking process acts first as a bacteriocidal fumigant; and 
second as a drying agent, removing as much as 60% of the water content of the 
fish pieces. Less may be removed in dry climates or where the type of packing and 
transport does not subject the smoked fish to moisture. "If the moisture content of 
fresh fish is reduced during drying to around 25°", bacteria cannot survive and 
autolytic activity will be greatly reduced", Trim and Curran4. In Uganda, traditional 
smokers subject fish pieces to smoke from damp or greenish fuel for 1-2 hours and 
then stoke the fire to produce a drying heat for the remainder of the smoking cycle. 
If the heat is too low, sufficient dehydration will not take place. If the heat is too 
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great, the fish flesh will cook and char. The temperature gradient is crude but 
, critical whatever fuel is used, since it determines the dryness of the product. 
2.5 THE QUALITY OF SMOKED FISH PRODUCTS is highly dependent on kiln 
design. less cooking, and a more consistent heat using less fuel, is achieved on 
improved designs such as a Ghananian chokor. The introduction into Uganda of 
improved fuel-effieientkilns has been the subject of several UFO programmes1,2. 
'Cold-smoking" is. for Uganda. a recently introduced industrial technique, practiced 
for example by the UFEL factory at Jinja, which can only be employed by artisinal 
fish smokers possessing kilns with tunnel flues to cool the smoke before'it reaches 
the fish. Traditional table or pit kilns produce 'hot-smoked fish, either soft or hard. 
Some designs permit several trays of fresh fish pieces to, be smoked at the same
' 12 ,', ' tme . 
2.6 TRADITIONAL KILNS are usually stoked with woodfuel, of which certain 
types are preferred, but may also, where wood is scarce and expensive as in urban 
areas, bum matoke peel, grass, or other vegetable waste, including discarded 
papyrus roofing thatch. Papyrus is not Widely used in town beCause it is not widely 
available there except as a thatching or cladding material; and it is nQt used widely 
in rural areas, because woodfuel is still sufficiently available for fish smoking. The 
question to be answered in this project is: given future shortages of woodfuel, could 
the Department of Fisheries confidently recommend that papyrus be used as a 
substitute for woodfuel'in either soft or hard smoking? 
3. THE TRIALS 
3.1 THE,TRIAlS"weredesigned to answer the questions posed in the objectives 
set in the WFSP Terms of Reference17, and especially: ' 
Establish the condition of papyrus suitable for fish'smoking in terms of the 
quality of the fish product. 
Estimate how much papyrus would be required. 
Determine the optimum combination of papyrus and woodfuel. 
Determine the cost-benefits of the use of papyrus for fish 'smoking. 
3.2 THE TECHNICAL TRIALS AND MARKET TESTS were undertaken by UFO 
Fish Technologists M$rgaret Masette and Victor TibasiimeSeithsupported by UFO 
staff at theChitubulu Fish Technology Laboratory in Entebbe, following a workplan 
agreed by theUPSF supervisorand UFO. A modified covered table kiln with one 
tray was used for smokin"fresh Nile Perch bought by project staff from either the 
Chinese Fisheries jetty in ,Entebbe, or from the fish landing-site at Kisenyi, in 
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quantities representing the typical artisanal fish kiln charge, an average of 32kg per 
trial. The fresh fish was transported about 7km to the Laboratory by bicycle. 
3.3 PAPYRUS FUEL was brought by UFO lorry from a harvesting site in Katabi 
swamp on the Entebbe peninsula9. It was stored in the laboratory for use at 
planned intervals while it dried through five stages from a wet-green to an air-{jry 






3.4 The fuel condition codes for each stage i-v are given in the Table of Trial 
Records (3.12). The papyrus stems must be cut to length for the kiln in use, and 
stoked at least once every hour. Their suitability as fuel is indicated by their colour: 
the wet-green(i) and green (ii) states of papyrus do not allow it to ignite readily, so 
a starter woodfuel,part sawdust part firewood, was used in the first two trials to 
allow combustion. The miX of papyrus and woodis not critical, and can be judged 
by the fish smoker from the colour of the papyrus. In the third and fourth trials, the 
papyrus was greenish-brown and brown. Both produced satisfactory results, 
without the needfor wood. In the fifth trial, a mix of brown and green papyrus was 
tried, in proportions of 2: 1, with better dehydration, but with no obviously better 
results in the market tests conducted in Kampala. 
3.5 In the last trial, the sixth, the intense heat of burning dry brown papyrus was 
quenched with green papyrus brought in to replenish depleted project stock, and by· 
semi-{jried water hyacinth. This latter experiment, outside the study's Terms of 
Reference, was introduced to:·'see whether the weed has a useful application as a 
fuel, or part fuel, for fish smoking11. Unless the sample used was atypical, it has 
none. The burning weed gave out clouds of malodorous smoke which tainted the 
.sample fish subjected to it. 
3.6 The fish bought for the Trials was washed, drained and weighed, scaled, . 
gutted and split into pieces weighing an average of1.4kg, an average reduction of 
14.2% on the fresh fish weight. ft, on occasion, the fish needed to be stored, it was 
stored in the refrigerator of a neighbouring Fish Processing plant8 as mains power 
failures at the Laboratory were likely to render its own refrigerator useless. In one 
trial - the second - five sample,pieces were frozen not chilled and their texture and 
taste were notably impaired as a result, though they were not refused by project 
staff for their own consumption. 
3.7 The firing cycle of smoking and drying was conducted over a day and a 




though in fourth trial inattention by staff to the kiln caused same undersmoking, 
I	 resulting in a lower than average loss of water content. 
3.8 The evaporation of water from the sample pieces has been calculated on an 
I assumption that water content in the gutted pieces made ready for smoking is 80% 
of their total fresh wight. If there is less water content in the gutted pieces of Nile 
I	 Perch than in the whole fish, this perhaps accounts for the relatively high rate of water loss in comparatively short smoking times. 
3.9 The market tests were conducted partly among I.ocal staff and neighbours ofI	 the Laboratory at Chitubulu, constituting a Tasting Panel, and partly at retail 
markets in Entebbe and Kampala. Organoleptic tests were supervised to ensure 
that-although the panel knew they were being given trial samples, they did not 
know whether the samples they had were smoked by wooctfuel or papyrus. They 
were unable to distinguish one from the other in all tests save the last Samples,II sold to market retailers were sold as though they were woodfuel-smoked in the 
ordinary way, and no contrary observation was received. The prices obtained 
depended more on the current state of supply and demand than on the quality of,I ,[ the smoked fish on offer, as is usually the case. Staff selling trial fish were moreover not pressing for higher prices. VVhat they obtained is no reflection on the success of each trial. Any price obtained indicates that the fish on offer was 
regarded by the retailers who bought it as being of merchandisable quality. 
3.10 The tasting panel responses are translated into a scoring order that .1
,f
L summarises the acceptability of fish smoked wi~ papyrus. They confirm that 
papyrus can be used to. smoke fish with no deleterious consequences for fish 
quality. They suggest that the greenish-brown state (iii) provides the best state of 






















3.12 Shelf-life tests on samples in trials 2-6 confirmed the- understanding that 
smoked fish storage qualities are enhanced with drying. Samples from the sixth trial 
retained in an open store showed signs of mould five weeks after smoking and 
were consumed satisfactorily. 
3.13 COMMENTS ON THE TRIALS 
TRIAL 1. The appearance of the fish was comparable to fish smoked the 
conventional way, and when cooked it was normal. The water content however was 
too high for good keeping qualities and after three days stored samples showed 
maggot infestation on head gills as a result of insufficient drying. 
TRIAL 2. Although the firing cycle was shorter, a better rate of bum was achieved 
with closer supervision to obtain more stoking with fresh papyrus fuel. The results 
showed an estimated 55% water weight loss, with an attractive smoky smell, that 
proved good in taste and texture. The exception were samples that had been 
frozen and spoiled. 
TRIAL 3. With dryer papyrus a more rapid bum was quenched with water 
splashes. Heightened attention to the kiln and fish charge yielded appreciably 
better products than normal in the assessment by the panel. Seven sample pieces 
held over from trial 2 were consumed by UFO staff. 
TRIAL 4. A lower stoking rate led to a higher water content in the final products. 
Although brown papyrus was used which burned well, the smoking and drying 
process did not reduce the water content adequately. This did not however affect 
the palatability of the samples. Retailers buying the fish reported that the lower 
drying rate meant the smoked products retained something of their fresh flavour, 
and sold faster than dry, blackened fish. However the shelf-life is shorter of such 
products. Rancidity set in with samples retained in open storage after two days. 
TRIAL 5. A mix of green and -brown papyrus yielded results similar to those of Trial 
3. Stoking was more or less continuous over a 13 hour firing cycle. Four sample 
pieces retained for shetf-life tests were expected to last without deterioration for 6 
weeks: two stored in the at 110 C remained hard and dry when removed after 8 
days; two at 2]0 C showed mould growth after four days, and rancidity and 
discolouration after seven. The remaining samples from the same batch were sold 
without difficulty in the Kampala market. 
TRIAL 6. A mix of new green and dry-brown paPYrus was burned in which buming 
rate of the dry papyrus was damped with water hyacinth, prolonging the drying time 
and increasing the need for stoking. Water content reduction was therefore high at 
71 %, and so was the ratio of fuel to smoked fish output. The products had in 
consequence a dark brown colour normal in the market, but their smell was 
repulsive, and panel members knew at once that an aberrant fuel had been used to 
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smoke the fish. These properties did not however deter consumption of retained
 
samples, nor the sale of the remaining batch in Kampala market.
 
4. THE ECONOMIC CONTEXT 
4.1 PROFILE OF FISH SMOKERS IN UGANDA. 
The typical fish smoker is an independent processor who smokes fish periodically 
rather than consistently and does so to meet pressing cash needs rather than to 
build up a business by saving and investing in improved equipment, methods and 
markets. In this sense, he or she is typical of many rural producers, including 
farmers, who produce sufficient output to meet the immediate costs of living and 
therefore exhibit backward-swinging supply curves in response to price increase18. 
Nevertheless, data are missing for a complete profile of fish smokers in Uganda, 
and this study only acquired a partial picture. 
4.2 THE PROFITABIUlY OF FISH SMOKING 
The fish smoker over time makes sufficient profits, in the sense of excess of money 
earned over the money costs of processing, to sustain in the practice at most fish 
landing sites1. But the condition of smoking tables and pits reinforces the 
impression of short-termism: the smokers' time-horizon is typically less than three 
months, and that may be regarded by them as unnecessary long-term. Very few 
new tables or pits appear to be contracted, and during the study many unused 
tables were observed at landing sites, reflecting perhaps increased profits, 
declining catches, or am increasing ability of traders to transport fresh fish to 
market. 
4.3 INPUT COSTS FOR FISH SMOKERS. 
The calculation of profit in rural Uganda is easier where there is a clearer market 
for rural labour: many rural workers value their time at zero, and this may be the 
appropriate shadow price in view of the lack of income~arningopportunities19. 
Alternative employment to fish smoking identified in this study such as fishing or 
services to fishermen like net-mending or boat-building suggest an average daily 
wage ranging around 500/= 15. There appears to be no premium on experience or 
skill in fISh-smoking: a better quality product sells at no premium in any market 
examined in this study. Labour is nevertheless a major input in fish smoking as in 
other agro-industries adding value to the natural produce of farm, garden and 
water. Other inputs such as fresh fish and woodfuel vary in price as well but are 
easier to value from the market. The Table in section 4.11 below gives the 
probable compilation of profits through the various stages of smoking given the 
prices reigning for inputs at places where they can be discerned. 
4.4 RAW MATERIALS COSTS. 
Fish smokers buy fish that is unlikely to be sold fresh, either because demand is 
too low, transport to markets unavailable, or supply is too great. In these 
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circumstances, its price is always lower than the landed price of fresh fish to be 
sold fresh. The average cost to fish smokers of fresh fish at landing sites during 
this study was 370/= per kg, to which fish smoking adds about 300/= in value. Fish 
is frequently auctioned from the boats at landing sites, though increasing volumes 
are sold on contract. Fish smokers say profits are speculative if fish costs to them 
rise above 300/= per kg. 
4.5 THE COST OF WOODFUEL. 
Woodfuel is mainly collected as a 'free good' by fish smokers or their assistants, 
who cut and carry about 1kg every hour, giving it a financial value of SO/= per kg. 
VVhere it is bought from commercial suppliers, woodfuel is priced at about 2SO/= 
per kg. Shortages are occurring which are driving this price up around lakes 
Kyoga, Mburo, Edward, and George. Here deforestation and debranching is much 
in evidence, even within the borders of surrounding National Parks. Woodfuel 
shortages for fish smoking are more acute in other countries, in Tanzania and 
Kenya for exampleS, The commercial prices ofwoodfuel are clearly below the 
economic values attached to standing trees from which it is extracted, but Uganda 
has at present no shadow price for woodfuel reflecting the conservation value of 
trees16. . 
4.6 THE COST OF PAPYRUS 
Since papyrus is not normally traded as fuel, and is only offered commercially as a 
building material or material for crafts in urban areas, its price as an input is less 
easy to establish. It is inVariably sold by the 'bundle', which may range between 
1.5-3 metres in length, by 20-50 ems in diameter. But nowhere, and for no end­
use, does it appear to be priced at more than 40/= per kg, well below the traded 
value of woodfuel. This study shows that, weight for weight, papyrus is 1.5 times 
more effective for fish smoking than woodfuel. Despite its lower traded price, and 
the lower weight needed to smoke fish, it is not widely in use as a fuel for smoking 
fish: in the rural areas, woodfuel is still too cheap, and in the urban areas, not yet 
expensive enough to prompt a search for lower-cost alternatives. Its bulk and low 
mass signify a lower calorific value per robic metre. Experiments in Rwanda aimed 
at compressing papyrus to form convenient briquettes are believed to entail a 
greater energy input than is delivered by the briquetting process. At all fish 
markets visited in this study, papyrus was seen as a labour-intensive fuel requiring 
more stoking than is required with woodfuel. How much more costly this labour 
time is believed by fish smokers to be must be valued at a cost equal to, or slightly 
greater than, the cost advantage of papyrus, Le. 180/= per kg of smoked fish. 
4.7 OFFICIAL & RURAL DISCOUNT RATES 
The low values that fish smokers place on Mure as against immediate benefrts do 
not at present persuade them to tum to papyrus instead of woodfuel. If Mure 
benefits are less totally discounted by rural communities, the advantages of 
woodfuel alternatives will become relatively attradive. When and where the costs 
of woodfuel either in money terms or in terms of the labour time are seen to exceed 
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the costs of harvesting and using papyrus, fish smokers wiil see the substitution as 
worthwhile. The typical high rural discount rate compels the user of woodfuel to 
cootinue using it to the point of depletion while its future value as standing timber is 
lower than its value in use20. The Government's low discount rate reflects official 
coosciousness of the need to conserve woodstocks for future generations, but it is 
notably different from rural values, partiCularly in areas of high population density 
and limited resources. The national discount rate in Uganda of 10-40% compares 
with a rural rate of 60-90%. Persuading rural people to place a higher relative value 
on future values is the essence of the Woodfuel Saver Promotion and 
Dissemination programme that needs to be designed and implemented in 
Uganda17. 
4.8 PRICE INCREASES FOR WOODFUEL. 
In any such programme, it is pointless increasing the price of woodfuel in order to 
discourage its use and in order to stimulate the search for alternative fuels: higher 
prices are likely to stimulate further supply of woodfuel unless the higher prices are 
more than offset by higher costs; and market demand will not be deterred from 
woodfuel consumption by higher prices where alternatives to woodfuel are not 
technically feasible or where they are not readily accessible to the market. This is 
as true of woodfuel use by fish smokers as of woodfuel use by domestic household 
and industry. Energy supply and demand are notably inelastic in Uganda. Higher 
oosts to users of woodfuel can only be transfonned into lower consumption by 
facilitating woodfuel collecting. This can be achieved only by restricting access to 
what is still a relatively abundant supply, or of imposing taxes on woodfuel products 
that under present Ugandan conditions are virtually impossible to collect16. 
4.9 THE CONTRIBUTION OF FISH SMOKING TO GOP. 
WIIh extensive water bodies covering 43,942 km2 or 18% of Uganda's total area, 
Uganda has in its fishing an important contributor to the nation's Gross Domestic 
Product. Uganda's total GOP in 1991 at current prices was 2,104,892/= billion. Of 
this, fishing as an industry col'1tributed 43,455/= billion, or 2% of total GOP. This 
was twice as much as the value added in manufaduring coffee, cotton, and sugar. 
If fish processing constiMes around 28% by value of Uganda's fishing industry 
GOP, and smoking constitutes 58% by value of all processing, the GOP value of 
smoked fish produds in Uganda is estimated at 7.1/= billion. Of this, an estimated 
12% is generated in the informal, non-monetary, sector. Exports of fish and fish 
products also contribute increasing amounts to Uganda's foreign exchange 
receipts10. 
4.10 THE BENEFITS OF FUEL EFFICIENCY PROGRAMMES 
A switch from woodfuel to papyrus only benefits fish smokers at their micro­
enterprises level where the net costs of papyrus fuel are lower than those of 
woodfuel. Similarly, fish smokers' financial position is only improved by using 
improved kiln designs with greater fuel efficiency where the amortised costs of the 
kiln are lower than the increments in net profits to be derived from its use, a 
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situation which rarely obtains with current 'technically-improved' designs21 . -The 
economic and ecological benefits of fuel efficiency programme cannot be properly 
valued until a' ,shadow price for woodf~el is identified20. Assuming that 35% by . 
volume of Uganda's annual average fish catch of 220,000 tonnes is smoked using 
woodfuel in a ratio of 3: 1, 231,000 tonnes of woodfueJ are consumed in fish 
smoking a year. If the economic value of woodfuel is 2501= per kg, its commercial 
price in areas of relative scarcity, a 30% saving in woodfuelconsumed annually 
through a fuel. efficiency programme directed at fish smokers'would save fuel worth 
17.3/= billion a year, or 69,300 tonnes nationwide17, 
4.11 TECHNICAl AND FINANCIAL FEATURES OF A TYPICAL SMOKJNG
 
OPERATION (ONE KILN CHARGE) USING WOODFUEL
 
Unit amount Total U 1= 
Weight of fresh fish 45 kg 
Costlkg 200/= 
Total cost of fish 9,0001= 
Weight of woodfueV45 kg of fish 135 kg 
Total cost ofwoodfuel 6,750/= 
Labour costslhour 501= 
labour cost/16 hour firing cycle 800/= 
Cost of equipmentlfiring cycle 70/= 
Total costs per firing cycle 16,6201= 
Average costlkg of fish input 369.4/= 
Weightof fish after smoking 27 kg 
Wholesale price obtainablelkg 6501= 
Total Sales Revenue 17,550/= 
Net profit margin/charge 9281= 
Number of firings per annum 78 
Gross revenue per annum 13,368,900/= . 
Net earnings per annum 72,384/= 
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5.6 Rogers, J.F., Tariq, A S. and Ames, G. R. (1,990) A fuel efficient kiln for Nile 
Perch: A report on improved kilns the Nygesi vertical kjlns in Tanzania. Natural 
Resources Institute"Chatham, UK 
5.7 UPSF Terms of Reference. 
5.8 Greenfields Fish Factory, Entebbe. 
5.9 WETLANDS. A pamphlet of the National Wetlands Conservation and 
Management Programme, Kampala, October, 1992,witha Foreword by the Hon. B. 
K L. Mulondo, Deputy Minister ofWater, Energy, Minerals and Environment 
Protection (MWEMEP). 'Wetlands produce abundant supplies of papyrus. 
Harvested sensibly the same yield can be produced each year....". In some areas, 
(papyrus) products have been over-harvested. 
5:10 Ministry ofFinance and Economic Plannirig(1992) Key Economic 
Indicators, 11 th IsSue. Statistics Department. Table 13: fish and fish product 
export~ have increased from 1:664 tannes valued at US$ 1,386,OOO@ U.S, $ 832:9 
per tonne or 0.78% of total exports from 'Uganda in 1990 to 4,687 tQnnes valued at 
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. US$ 5,313,000 @ US$1,133.6 per tonne or 2.88% of total exports from Uganda in 
1991. 
5.11 Variation sought, VCWrrDC to Project Manager, 23 November 1992. 
5.12 FAO (1992) Rehabilitation of fisheries statistics and infonnation systems: 
project findings and recommendations. FI: UNDP/UGA 87/007. Terminal Report by 
FAO to the Govemment of Uganda, FAD, Rome. The Fish Market Survey 
conducted July-Sept 1990 covered 495 markets on Lakes Vidoria, Edward and 
George handling 120,000 tons of fish a year, of which 47% was sold fresh and 53% 
processed, with a total market value of US $ 36 million. This represents a unit 
price of US $ 0.30 per kg; or 215/= per kg at a time when US $1 =716/=. Of 1,181 
processors surveyed, 67.7% were men, 32.3% women; 1.5% were engaged in 
salting, 45.3% in frying, 2.3% in sun-drying, and 58% in smoking fISh. Of the total 
fish processed, 55% was Nile Perch, 24% Tilapia, 21 % other species. 
5.13 Ibid. In section 3.3.2, on Fisheries Development and Management
 
Strategies, the report recommends that "several aspects of the fisheries post­

harvest sedor be investigated" including ''the extent.of fuel wood consumption in
 




5.14 Uganda Fisheries Department (1991) Fish Marketing Statistics. Selected
 
Districts, 1991. UFO, Entebbe.
 
Fresh Value Processed Value Total Value 
weight U/= weight U/= weight U/= 
tonnes x106 tonnes x106 tonnes x106 
Total 128,900 5,188 22,728 1,977 51,629 7,165 
Weight % 56 44 100 
Value % 72 28 100 
The proportion of fish that is recorded as processed, 44% by volume, is low 
compared with the 53% found for the previous year by the FAD studyS·12, but this 
is consistent with the observed trend towards larger volumes of marketed fresh fish. 
The unit prices of 87/= per kg for processed fish and 173/= per kg for fresh fish 
appear low and are presumed to represent wholesale prices for fresh fish 
equivalents prevailing in the selected distrids in 1991. They illustrate the 50% 
differential between fresh and processed fish prices. 
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5.15 Income-earning opportunities in rural Uganda are to be encouraged by new
 
Government and aid-funded programmes. MFEP is considering the benefits of a
 
Rural Industrialisation System for Uganda, in which a package of appropriate
 
technologies including woodfuel efficiency technologies are disseminated in an
 
organised and cost-effedive way (RISU.VCWITDC OCT 92). .
 
5.16 The need for proper natural resource accounting in Uganda to measure
 
accelerated depletion and degradation rates has been noted the Advisory
 
Committee of the National Environmental Adion Plan (NEAP, 7 April 92), and is
 




5.17 WOODFUEL SAVER PROJECTS (DOEfTDCIWFSP Jun 91)
 
The WFSP Projects are directed at saving woodfuel by fuel sUbstitution, and fuel­

efficiency savings in (i) Domestic Cooking (ii) Brick and Ceramics manufacture (iii)
 
Lime Burning (iv) Fish Smoking (v) Tobacco Curing (vi) Water heating (vii)
 
Charcoal kilning (viii) Waste Disposal. The woodfuel saving routes identified
 
include (a) rural electrification (b) improved stoves _ wind and water power (d)
 




5.18 The backward-swinging supply curve graphs the response to price inaeases
 
of rural suppliers whose cash needs are met by a certain level of demand at a
 
certain price, and who therefore supply less with every increase in price. The
 
market response is extremely important in African rural development. Cold Storage
 
Boards for example which try to increase the supply of beef by increasing beef
 
prices often end up with lower supplies of beef than before.
 
5.19 The 'shadow price' of goods orservices is a term used in economics to
 
denote their economic price as opposed to their financial price. The two may be
 
significantly different. The shadow price of labour is significantly lower than actual
 
wages paid in places where there is widespread unemployment or under­

employment and significantly higher where the wages undervalue the value of the
 
services rendered, as with wages of some teachers under conditions of State­

controlled education. The shadow price of woodfuel must be higher than the actual
 
financial price set for it in the market if it is depleting at the rate observed. The
 
price set for it nowhere reflects its future scarcity value, nor the costs that society
 




rI:	 5.20 The discount rate measures the rate at which a society discounts future 
benefits, or prefers present to future benefits. A hungry society suffering from 
drought conditions and an increase in the numbers of mouths to feed may well eat 













































assets that have a pay-off in future years, exhibiting a low dfscount rate on future 
values. 
5,21 The capital cost of most technically-improved kilns is too high for rural flSh 
smokers in Uganda. Although great improvements in the fuel-to-fish ratio are ' 
achieved in such kilns, the values to fish smokers of cost savings in fuel, or if 
increased prices from higher quality fish, is discounted to the extent that itwill 
rarely exceed the cost of investing, in improved technology. Even if such values 
were substantial, they would not enable fish smokers at their current levels of 
income to meet the capital costs of improved kilns. Nor are banking facilities at 
present available to finanCe the cost of insfalling fuel-efficient kilns. Many such 
technologies breach the affordability princlple in rural develOpment There are 
technologies that improve the fuel efficiency of fish-smoking' methods, and these 
need to be disseminated because they canbe adopted within the financial 
technical and cultural capabilities of Ugandan fish smokers. 
,. .. 
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